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•
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IH INVOKED; UNION LEADERS ACCUSE IKE
Teachers Hear Dr. Frank Rose
Urge Changes In Education

Estimate Given On
Tobacco Production

Strike Breaker,Scab,Hurled At
Ike As Law Is Put Into Effect

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Department of Agriculture estimated the 1950 tobacco crop at
1.819,089,000 pounds.
to shape battle plans for the open1600
West
Kentucky Foundation Program; commendSome
By WILLIAM J. EATON
The burley outlook was 492,ing of hearings Monday by a threeteachers, are here today for the ed the KEA for its efforts to se- 920.000 pounds.
United Press International
75th annual convention cif the cure reconsideration by the Court
WASHINGTON
UPI — Top man presidential board of inquiry.
production
was
Flue
cured
First District Education Associa- of Appeals of a decision affect- forecast at 1100,646.000 pounds.
union officials drafted strategy Union attorneys huddled until late
tion, were told by Dr. Frank A. ing salary limitations; thanked
today for fighting President Eis- [tOay night.
Kentueley by far leads all other
Rose, president a the University the Kentucky Council for Ede- states in., burley production with
enhower's effort to send 500.000
The fact-finding board faces an
of Alabama, that inferior educa- cation for its survey to determine
striking Steelworkers
back
to
a 318,400,000 pound crop foretion is causing America to fall the quality and quanity of edu- cast. Virginia's estimated crop is
work for 30 days under court Oct. 16 deadline for reporting to
Eisenhower r.:n the strike issues.
behind the world in brain power. cation united by the citizens of 20,600.000 pounds and Tennesorders,
With this report in hand. tne
"America outgrew early this Kentucky, and urged that all see's 99 million pounds.
Other labor leaders accused
cerrtury•the old genteel education members of F1DEA and all other
Eisenhower of "strike breaking" President was expected to direct
The reporting board noted that
That had, existed from the days citizens vote in all elections so the outlook for production of all
for invoking the Taft-Hartley the attorney general to go into
Of our early history arid replaced their influence and opinion on types of tobacco is 38 million
labor law in the 88-day steel court for the 80-day back-to-work
t• with vocational education. Now, all issues pertaimng to the welshutdown. The President used na- order. No judge ever has denied
pounds or two per cent below exeocational education is outdated fare of our democracy can be
tional emergency provisions of such a request .
pectations a month earlier this
jind must be replaced by a form expressed.
the law for the second time in
year.
•e
Mt
11)ed
,
7
similar
Barkley
Jones.
that will prepare our youth for
principal
of
four days when he took the first
This still would put production
Injunction Thursday to fnrep
Intellectual competence to deal Mayfield High School was electstep Friday to force a no-strike
five per cent above the 1958 figstriking East and Gulf Coast longwith the world staggering prob- ed president of FEA for the
"cooling off" period in the steel
ures.
shoreman to report back to their
next year and Dennis Taylor,
lems," he said.
dispute.
Decreases in the flew cured
piers Friday. The two days between
He suggested that the needed principal of the Murray elementEisenhower declared that the
and burley crops account for virEisenhower's appointment of a dock
changes in education must come ary schools, was elected vicestrike
would
have
severe
effects
tually all the decline. Estimates
finding board and the court order
from tiochers and from their or- president. Robert Petrie, super- or
on
the
economy
and
seriously
Maryland dark types and
ganizations and that their great- intendent of the Bardwell Schools
endanger the national health and matched a 1956 speed record.
cigar types are essentially the
est problems in achieving these was named to the organization's
safety
if permitted to continue.
same as a month ago.
riosikted Loeser Delay
changes would come from "too board od directors for a threePINDERS HIS CROOKS--Det. Matthew }Sonora, 31, of New York's Nassau county, demonHe voiced "profound regret" that
Hot, humid weather continuing
strates his new, faster fingerprint method at the police chiefs convention in New York.
•
,
#
many ill-informed parents, too year term, and Leon Smith. supI
,11,1,f
settlement
had
not
a
voluntary
from August through early SepThe sample prints tell the story. Print at left is less definite than the Sonora method
much political pressure, and too erintendent of McCracken County
however, there would be a longer
been reached.
tember was partly responsible for
print at right. Bonora uses an aerosol spray Instead of a brush to bring out the prints,
much meddling by boards of edu- schools, was named to the KEA
Arranged Discussions
delay in getting Steelworkers back
considerable
pole
sweat
and
and now fingerprint experts from here to Timbuktu are kicking themselves for not havcation."
Steelworkers President David J. on the job because of the union's
board.
houseburn, the board said. Reing thought of this simple method long ago.
The first district teachers also
McDonald and Union General opposition to the president's action.
duction in lead quality was rather
heard during general sessions J.
Counsel Arthur J. Goldberg ar- The Dockwerkers did not 'Lent
widesperad
and some loss in
M. Dodson, executive secretary of
ranged day-long discussions taday against the injunction.
poundage espec.ally in burley was
the Kantticks Education AssociaMcDonald said tne President's
evident.
tion, olscuss the /MA's legislative
"drastic action...will settle nothing
Recent reports from growers
program; Mrs. Vera Becharn, of
on a permanent basis." He expresand sales report indicated the flew
the Teachers Retirement System
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla, UPI
sed fears that the move would
cured crop is lighter - particularcif Kentucky, explain the retirely in the eastern belt of North —An Atlas ICBM that may boost
harm industry-union relations. Mcment system; and M. 0. Wrather,
Sandra Slusrneyer. junior from Friday's complete record follows: Donald
an
American moonrocket next
Carolina.
promised nut the Steelexecutive secretary
of
FDEA,
Murray, has been elected presi40
Census
The board said that because of month scored its second sucess
workers would obey the "law or
give a history of the organizadent
of
the
65
Women's
Athletic
Aduk
Beds
Asof
the
Week Friday night with a
decrease in Kentucky and Tenthe land" if the injuncti.si was
tion.
2.5
Emergency Beds
Clkycle Manning. age 55, died sociation at Murray State Colnessee during the peel month test flight of more than 5.500
granted.
The group adapted a seriet
le.
5
Patiessts
Admitted
lifilay morning at 8:46 161 the
overall prospects of the burley erNas.
RaL.-and-tile strikers appeared
Trour—t-ff'Club merifiers Sam
resolutions among which *ere
1
Otherofficers
Patients
Dismissed
elected
include
The bulky 75-400t missile. car- Murray General
crop were down about six milHospital. His
displeased at Eisenhower's inter,nes agproving the KEA lefts- Calloway County received District
Diane
Strey,
junior
2
New
Citizens
from
Louislion pounds. Hot, humid condi- rying another of the advanced death was attributed to a heart
vention at this time but some conlatosikprograrn: promising active Champion:tap Awards at the Distions which continued until about Mark II nose cones, left its pad attack. He had been in poor heal- ville, vice president; Betty Ellis, Patients admitted from Tuesday ceded they needed the 811 day's pay.
suppfflt of whatever source of trict Achievement meeting held in
Friday
9:30
in.
senior
5:00
a.
from
p.
m.
to
Hopkinsville,
secmid-September resulted in some on what appeared to be a perfect th for the past eighteen months.
A number of strikers charged that
revenue the General Assembly Paducah Thursday night Thls
retary; Regena Thomas, senior
Launch. It rose into fluffs' clouds
Survivors include
loss of grade and weight.
his
wife.
Mrs. Raymond Turner and baby the President's move bolstered the
might enact to put the program meeting was held at the McCrackfrom
Camden,
Tenn.,
treasurer.
and disappeared into a moonless Myrtle Manning, Farmington
Sher- companies' position and would hurt
into effect recognizing and sup- en Court House The meal was
Peggy Sue Shroat, junior from icrl, Golden Pond: Brent
sky as it headed southeast down Route two, on son, William Paul
Langston. 220 So. 12th.; the chances of winning any beneporting candidates in the general served by the Paducah Association
Murray,
chaiman
of
working man
the Atlantic Missile Range.
Manning, Farmington Route two,
Mrs. Garland Ford and baby girl, fits.
election who have expressed a ,f Commerce
Paula
Christensen,
The Air Force announced in two sisters. Miss Magdelene Man- hours; and
424 W. 8th.' Berrton; Mrs. Clyde
keen interest in the proposed
The four that received the awards
Peotone,
Washington that the rnessile was ning, Mayfield, and Mrs. Dill sophomore from
Criticised By Reuther
C. Jones, Golden Pond; Jimmy
lesgskitive program, and endorsing were: Donna Ruth Grogan. Murray
fired "near the maximum" range Perry of Murray Route one. two chairman of activities.
Wade Colson. Rt. 3; Mrs. Laythe Murray-Metcalf Bill for fed- High School, Junior Leadersrup and
Al Wh.tehouse, director of the
Blankenship. senior and "achieved its test objec- 'brothers, James
D
Sam
Manning, Murmon Ford, Rt. 1, Benton; Jerald
eral aid to education.
Canning: Randy Patterson, New graduate student from Murray, tives." The new nose cone is de- ray Route two, and
AFL-CIO Industrial Union DepartEddie
ManMain;
Garrett,
1102
West
A'len
Other
resolutions
applauded Concord. Home Yard Improvement; has been elected president of the signed to
ment and head of Steelworkers
allow heavier payloads, ning of Farmington Route two.
Mrs. Max Crouch, Rt. 1; Nix HarStat% Supt. Robert R. Martin for Charles Tubbs, Kirksey, Electrical. Nathan B. Stubbleffekl Physics
District '25, said Eisenhower s use
higher re-entry
Mr. Manning was a member of
velocities and
Rt.
Henry
Manning,
ris;
Clyde
an excellent Yob in organizing and Donna Ruth Grogan received a Club at Murray State College.
of the Taft-Hartley law was degreater accuracy.
the Coldwater Baptist Church
2, Farmington: Mrs. David Hopadministering
the
Minimum service for 8 s.lverware as an
Other new officers Include Gersigned to help management.
The shot was targeted for near where funeral services will be
kins, 223 So. 12th.; Mrs. Rhybon
award for winning State Speech ald Alton. senior from Murray, Ascension Island, intercontinental held Saturday at 2150 p. m.
'The president is guilty of strike
with
FLEMINGSBURG UPI — Re- Crump Golden Pond; Mrs. J. H.
vice president; Buford Ander- range from Cape Canaveral.
breaking and scabbing," Whitehouse
C ntest.
Bros. Clovis Bazzell and A. R. publican
I,
Betty
Hazel,:
Miss
Hndges.
Rt.
gubernatorial nominee
Other members receiving awards son, senior from Arlington, secdeclared.
Earlier this week, another At- Harris officiating. Bur.al will be
John
M. Robsion
Jr. Friday C. Thurmond, 503 Broad: Mrs.
were: Dan Wall, Murray College retary-treasurer; Jerry Faughn, las chalked up a similar success xi the church cemetery.
United Auto Workers President
pledged the "greatest economy in Lliyd Sills and baby girl. Hardkom
Benton,
program
senior
High. Tractor Maintance and Dairywith one of the new cones. ComAotive pallbearers are; R. C. state government" and a cutdown in: Mrs. Kenneth
Adams.1614 Walter P. Reuther said earlier at
senior
from
ing, Red Ribbon; Betty Smith, chairman; Gene Ray,
bined with two top performances Sheridan,
h:s Union's convention in Atlantic
Miller: J:m W. Story Rt. 1.
Earnie Sheridan, Earl in "useless expenditures."
*Mem Press leeterealheaall
Kirksey, Beef, Blue Ribbon; Caro- Murray, sergeant-et-arms; and A. by Thor IRBMs. Friday night's Adams. Eulas
Patients dismissed from Tuesday City, NJ that use of the TaftWilson,
Robsion
said
in
a
speech
at
the
Reville
lyn Palmer. Kirksey. Foods, Blue Beale Canon, junior from Mur- Atlas made It four-for-four for Hanetine
Hartley procedure would amount
and James Stone.
courthouse, "A public officer is 5:00 p. m. to Friday 9:30 a. m.
Jackun Purchase, Hopkinsville- Ribbon: Eva Mae MeCalion. Kira- ray, reporter.
U. S..missilemen, their most RICSins, 5539 Lawndale, to presidential strike breaking.
Paul
E.
a
public
trustee
in
the
strictest
The
Max
H.
Churchill
Funeral
Oweisboro, Louisville. Elizabeth- sey, Frozen Foods. Blue Ribbon;
cesstu.1 week in more than a
Sen John F. Kennedy its-Mass.)
Home is in charge of the arrange- sense of the word-standing in Detroit, Mich.; Miss Cathey Futow nand Bowling Green-Greens- Patty Loafrnan, Housekeeping, Red
month.
accused EisenhAver of blundering
R.
Cunningtrell,
Rt.
4;
Mre.
C.
the
relationship
highest
to
the
bu:g areas — Mostly sunny and Ribb - n; Patty Loatrnan is also
If all goes as U. S. space scien- ments where friends may call unham. Rt. 2; Mrs. Myrtle Las- and prejudiced pro-manaiement inpeople."
warmer today; high in law 8Us. County Champion in Safety, her
tists hope, the Atlas and its 350.- til the service hour.
"This is the cardinal principle siter. 302 So. 5tho Mrs. Gingles ternvention in the steel dispute. He
Increasing cloudiness and warmer records will be judged at the State
000 pound-thrust engine will form
I;
Mrs. Rhyison made the charge in a Pennsylvania
under which the state's resources Barnes. Rt.
tonight; low in low tan Sunday Office
Ralph Ohver, freshman from the booster stage of an Atlas-your tax dollars and the public Crump, Golden Pond; Mrs. Cres- speech written before the TaftMurray, has been appointed as- Able rocket to be launched tomostly cloudy and mild with chance
properties derived from
them- ton Bucy and baby girl, Rt. 2; Batley action.
sistant editor of the 1900 Shield, ward the moon sometime next
of showers: high near WI
LOSS IS REPORTED
must 151111ananaged and will be Bun Crawford, Lynn Grove,
yearbook,
College
State
Murray
month. The first Atlas-Able blew
Maggie Sparks has reported the
managed tinter my administraShield up during a static test here on
loss of $65.00. She cooked for Prof. Vernon Anderson,
tion," he said.
announced.
Sept. 24.
Temperatures at 5 a.m. cat. — Dr. Rainey T. Wells for fourteen Sponsor has
Robsion said no administration
from
McCord. senior
Kelly
.14. rifle 47, Bowling Green 50, years, she said and is known by
had the right to ask the people
haveditor,
Ithaca, N Y. is Shield
State
Rep.
BOSTON
alPII
—
Charoccurred
people.
The
loss
London
54,
many
Paducah
ovingtnn 47,
for additional revenue unless it
United Press International
ing been appointed by President
les lannello over - powered and can.demonstrate that it is spendCHICAGO 1.1PP — The' national
, Lexington 52 and Hopkinsville on last Saturday night and she
Woods last spring at the
A surge of cold air swept out of
Ralph
nearly
killed
a
burly
intruder
he
of
return
appreciate
the
would
ing current revenues with maxi- chairmen of the two major political
annual Shield banquet.
the Rockies today. chilling the
surprised attempting to attack his mum
the money if found.
Evansville, Ind., 45.
economy
and efficiency. parties each predicted victory Friher Roxbury apartment and unless it can further demon- day in the 1960 presidential race. northern Plain states aed choking
Fort Monmouth, N.J. (AHTNC) daughter in
Friday night.
Cieptikilican National Ohairmen off a brief warming trend.
strate that additional revenues
—Pvt Hafford Adams Jr., whose
The mercury climbed into the
The 53-year old legislator visited are required in the public inter- Sen. Thruston B. Morton (R-Ky.)
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
young woman, Mrs Marie Mos- est.
said the GOP has provided -seven 60s late Friday, but dropped back
Adams, live at 13111 Wells Blvd., the
when the chill air
cato. 28, by chance and found her
"It will be up to me as gov- years of unparalleled peace, prog- into the 30s
Murray. Ky., completed the 11grappling with a man later identifi- ernor to set the example and ress and prosperity...and the peo- blew through Wp.ming, Montana
week basic electronics course Oct.
ed as Warren Wats n. 35. The as- show the way. It will be required ple d n't vote for a change under and the Dakotas.
I at the Army Signal Scho
Fort
Cold rain and snow accompanied
sailant had torn lannello's 16-month of every official appointed by such circumstances."
Monmouth, NJ
the blast Minot, N. D reported five
old grandson from Mrs. Moscato's me that the strictest economy be
Paul
M.
Butler,
national
DemoAdams was trained to assist in
arms and tossed him on the flobr. practiced in every operation un- cratic chairman, said voters woukf inches of new snow and Glasgow,
the maintenanoe and relater of
The youngster was lying on the der their direction and super- reject the "status quo" and look Mont. measured two inches.
integrated fire control and guided
A broader cold snap spread over
floor screaming "m, mmy, mommy" vision." he said.
to the Democrats to provide "formissile equipment.
when lannello walked in.
ward-looking. dynamic leadership." the East, dropping temperatures as
The X2-yearsinld soldier entered
"I belted the man and he hit me
The claims came in a debate be- much as 2.5 degrees in New 'eL,rlt
the Army in April 1959 and comback. shattering my eye-glasses,"
fore an Illinois Chamber of Com- State through the Ohio Valley.
pleted basic combat training at
Zanesville, Ohl o, reported 44the lawmaker told police. He was
merce luncheon.
Fort Knox, Ky.
later treated for a deep cut over
Butler said the Eisenhower ad- degree readings Friday night — 24
He was graduated from Murray
his eye which required 18 sutures
ministration allowed the Russians degrees below the same time the
Training School in 1955 and attendat City Hospital.
to take a lead in space exploration ,night before.
ed Mu:ray State U.Ilege.
Rain was confined to the Atlantic
The two men struggled back and
while American rocketry bogged
forth across the small aparement's
down in a "maze" of government f &wit()4rd Itrom Virginia to Florida
Griensbere, N. C. received 175
Circuit Judge Earl Osborne this agencies.
living room with the enraged IanTOBACCO ADVISORY
nello showering the man with morning reconvened the September
Morton said that "some people inches and Talahassee, Fla., was
punches.
Grand Jury for added work
tell me we can't run again on hit by a 1 Mt downpour.
United Press International
The Weather Bureau predicted
The jury met at 9 00 a m and 'peaCe, progress and prosperity." If
"The blcs d wa sstreerning Into
Curing conditions were good
my eyes," he said. "I couldn't see. went immediately to work on the we have them, we can. And I fine football weather for most of
Friday throughout most of the
I grabbed his throat and held tight. work set forth by Judge. Osborne. certainly expect we shall have the nation today, broken only by
state, except in the eastern seccold and blustery conditions in the
This work is expected to take them."
We fell to the floor, He began to
o
tions where they were poor Consure he would have been only a sh rt time today.
Morton admitted the United central Plains and upper Missisditions will be good today but are gasp. I'm
police arrived five minutes
States "is behind in rocketry," but sippi Valley, with cold winds and
expected to become poor on Sun- dead if
later."
he blamed Democratic administra- rain mixed with snow in that area
IN
HOSPITAL
day as more moisture moves
by neighbors
called
were
Police
tions
in the years after World War late this afternoon.
northward with an increase in
A few scattered showers were
Nix Harris of Farris Avenue, II for the lag. saying the Democrats
humidity. Barns should be open who heard Mrs. Moscato screaming
I.
has been admitted to the Veterans ignored space problems while the predicted for the Middle Atlantic
NIM—Phll Mullins watches as Ronny Snell of the Snell Artlfltoday to dry out the cured leaves for help.
SHOOT
RAVI
TO
DIDN'T
I'
The baby and Mrs Moscato were Hospital in Nashville, Tennessee Soviet Uniln was spending vast sines and along the centrgl Gulf
leg in Nashville, Tenn. Golden Boy, a
and aid in curing any remaining
IR dal Limb company fits Golden Boy with a plastic
Coast.
amounts on research.
unharmed except for a few bruises. for a cheek-up.
chamiapn ShetlartS lost his leg lia_an accident.
uncured leaves.
Ilksieek_ a

4.H Members
Get Awards
At Meeting

Another Atlas Is
Fired Successfully

Sandra Slusmeyer
Clyde Manning To
Head Association
Dies Friday

I Murray Hospital

Sam Blankenship
Leads Physics Club

•

Greatest Economy
Is Robsion Pledge

Woollier
Illoport

I

Ralph Oliver Aid
On 1960 Shield

Representative
Nearly Kills Burly
Intruder In Home

di
r

pair

Victory Predicted
By Both Parties

Hafford Adams, Jr.
Finishes Course

Grand Jury
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Surge Of Cold Air
Chills The North
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Today's Sport. News Today

Feelball
?ass&
..•••••••••••••••....,

LSU Meets Miami In Quest Of Its Fourth Straight Grid Victory
While Challengers To Louisiana's Title Clash South To West

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
$500,000
New School Buildings
Planning Commission with Professional

imset vietfory ver Oklahnma with
By JOE SARG1S
Irtiled Press internstimial
a 14-10 squeaker over Iowa, takes
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
s.
. clashes :n the Sluth, on Minnesota in another Big Ten
Micoo...o and Southwest involving game, with the Wildcats solid 13ts.
Industrial Expansion
would-be challengers to Louisiana point favorites. Iowa, ranked /MN
State's No. 1 ranking feature Sat- meets Michigan State with the
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Hawkeyes 7us point favorites. The
urday's college football program.
Widened Street In Some Areas
While defending national cham-4 Iowa-Michigan State game will be
Continued Home Building
pion 1....SU is skirmishing with Mi- telecast reg.i-innlly by NBC.
ami (Fla.) in quest of its fourth
Airport For Murray
Mississippi Plays VanderbIlt
straight victory, such owers as
Addition To Hospital
Third-ranked Southern California
Texas, Oklahoma. Tennessee, Georweek, while sevgia Tech. Purdue and Wisconsin (3-0) is idle this
a 12"4
are banging heads against each enth-ranked Mississippi Is
in a
other in games which are expected p int favorite civet.* Vanderbilt
to produce a complete reshuffling night game
A:my, which tumbled out of the
of the top ten in the United Press
Ledger & Times File
10 after being upset by Ilinors
Internahorial Board of Coaches rat- top
last Saturday. tries to regroap over
ings.
School
The thirti straight win for the Murray High
Penn State; Navy, smothered by
‘Annelirto the record books here last night as the Tigers Texas and Oklahoma, consistent- Southern Methodist the last time
of
twc
ly
the
teams in
romped over the Fulton High Bulldogs in a free scoring their area, meetstrongest
equally tough opp -_::..nt
for the 54th time out, has an
and the
game. The final score read 42-6. A crowd of over 4,000 in the Cotton Bowl at Dallas, with in Syracuse (ranked
fans heered for the Tigers.
the fourth ranked Longhorns shootDr. Lennox Grey, chairman of the departmeiaf
ing for their second straight over
the Sooners. The game is rated a
lish, Teachers CtOlege. Columbia UnNersitY.-irl
•:ipal speaker at the 65th annual session of the First Dis- toss up. even though Texas hasn't
trict Education Association at Murray State College been se red upon in • three games
October 14. He will speak. at 11 a.m. on "Getting and wh.le Oklahoma is Just beginning
to work its way back after a seaKeeping Our Educational-Balance".
45-13 loss to NorthOvercast skies and rainy weather is not expected to son-opening.
wester7 Oklahoma (1-1) is ranked
and
alumni
many
daunt the spirit and enthusia.sma the
14th.
friends of Murray State College today as they gather to
Iwo Rated Even
celebrate the 12th annual homecoming 1:t th school.
oack,makers also found
Hugo
Mrs.
Lnwrence,
Terry
Nfelugin.
Mrs.
Mrs. J. R.
it dIficult to distinguish any sort
Wilson. and Mrs. Leon Collie complimented Mrs. Tommy .f edge in the other two "big" ones
tires - Saturday. so they rated the
Martin with a stork shower at the home of the latter.
Mrs.. N. E. Wright. Mrs. J. E. Naylor. and Mrs. Min- Tennessee-Georgia Tech and the
nie Mann of Ripley. Tenn.., are spending the week in the Purdue-Wisconsin games -even".
home Of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield. Sr., 702 Pop- Coach Bobby Dodd's Yellow Jackets from Georgia Tech are ranked
lar.
fifth while Bowden Wyatt s Tennessee Volunteers are ranked sixth.
Tech has won its first three while
Tennesrevi has a 2-0 mark. Treat.
.onally. this .5 one of the Soutn's
p :times
The Purdue - Wisconsin game
brings together the two most dangerous teams in the Big Ten. The
eighth-ranked Boilermakers, who
stunned Notre Dame last Saturday.
are shooting for the conference
title and the Rose Bowl berth that
will go with it. Purdue never has
been to the R -se Bowl and th.s Is
the season the Indiana school hopes
to make it. Wisconsin .s ranked
ninth off victories over Stanford
and Marquette.
Meanwhile, second-raoked Northwestern. .which followed up its

Ten Years Aga Today

Bowline
Standings

A.r Force Academy (2-1.1) takes on
Idah
Among the st:ong independents,
Notre Dame (1-1) is a 13-point
favorite to lick California, Pittsburgh (2-1) is in a pick 'em tussle
with Duke (2-1) and Holy Cross
(2-0) is a solid pick over Dayton.
Other top games by sections:
East — Princeton - Pennsylvania;
Villanova; BrownB ston College
Dartmouth; Colgate - Rutgers; Columbia - Yale; Harvard - Cornell;
Connecticut - Massachusetts.

SlInIt AY MERCHANTS LEAGUE

n
ART TREASURES BACK HOME -- Around a yn.
worth of painting are back in the Toronto, Ont.. Art gallery after being recovered by police In an unlocked -garage.
Examining them are ifrom UR) Galkry Director Martin
Baldwin. Arthur Kimbar and Detectives William Dent and
John Smith. Tie painting held up is 'Claude" by Ftsno(r
-.1••••••••

Dale & Stubblefieldrug
PRESCRIPTIONSN\

4

011, II Ill il/IlL1

MURRAY

Team
W L Pet.
1 916
11
Am La Pipeline
10 2 deld
Moray Rescue Sqed
tfi ...
9 3 .750
Ryan Milk
B. F. Goodrich
7 5 .563
7 5 .584
Jonnson's Gro.
S 6 500
'Ky, Colonel
Ryan Milk 'Local 5721 5 7 .417
a 7 .417
Kengas
4 8 .3:53
Purdom & Thurman
4 8 .333
Murray Wholesale
3 9 .250
L.edier & Times
West'S.de Barber-1 11 .UKS
'
Wednesday's Results
Ryan MI:r4 Murray Wholesale 0
Am. La P:peline 3 Ky. Colonel 1
Murray Rescue 3 Local 572 1'
B. F. Gd:ich 3 West Side Barber 1
Ledger de T.mes I Kengas 1
J,hnson's tiro 3
Purri,,rn & Thurman 1
Tram high seer, for week
Ifsadicap
1021
Murray Rescue' Sq.iad
-.10111
Jr.bno n's Grocery
Team nigh series for week
With Handicap
2917
Murray Hefrieue Squad
2877
Pipeline .
Am
High individual game for week
With Eland if ay
irras Witherspen
.....252
Buddy Wnrte
Illieh ,1ndh !dual arrIrt
With Handicap
Bud*
Joe (Jr ayes
High Individual scratch fame
!,-1,
Kt•rii
James W:tr.,•r...pon.........14
High individual scratch series
I
v .
. 571 1
.
.
K. n
W
-

yvith

5.i

OPEN

LAST

STARTS

TIMES

TONITF

"FIEND WHO WALKED THE VVE!;T"
*

P-L-U-S

*

"BEND OF THE RIVER"
SUNDAY

-

MONDAY
T.. WA gnistanus oe•-:

-

TUESDAY

Ter CURTIS'•JANET LUGH

Marquette; Iowa State - South Dakota; Cincinnati - North Texas
State
Midlands — Kansas - Nebraska;
Colorado - Kansas State
Rockies — Colorado State-Wyoming; Denver - Montana; New
Mexicu - Utah State
Southwest — Arkansas - Baylor;
Houston - Texas A & M; rexas
Christian - Texas Tech.

Fight Results

United Press International
PHILADS.X.PHSA Mil —Von Clast,
South — South Carolina - North
Carolina; Rice - .lor,:rts; North 172. Philadelphia, drew with Socha
Calif.
Carolina State - Clemson; Kentuc- Rodriguez, 172. San
ky - Auburn; Furman - William & 1101.
Mary; Georgia - Hrdzn S.mmons;
'tiryland - Wake F rest.
Midwest — Mich:gen - Oregon
State; Ohio State - Illinois; Habana-

_

Sterling HaTieti In

_The man zad

"10 DAYS TO TULARA"
— and —
"ONCE UPON A HORSE"
Dan Rowan & Dick

Niartin

• .t:stand

TECH..... wAkni:

ROBERTSTACK•MARISAPAVAN•CHARLESCOBURN•ERINO'BRIEN
•t: MACDONALD CAREY. JEAN PIERRE AUMONT. DAVID FARRAR
PETERCUSHING•SUSANACANALES=BETTEDAVIS:.=
UM II I= iim sow am um mum
DEDICATED TO YOUR CONSTANT SERVICE

1-fion• of bodY
4-Ship of the
desert
S.Out
12-Before
IS-Musical
drama
14- Hall!
15-Mexican dish
17-c.r.mony
IS
20-ti enried by
&Olney.
11 -Garrn•nt
23-Prers,sitInn
54-Ptsel
17-8ea root.
ft.rry f erow
29-Prnader
Se-meted lava
st-Detty
01.51un rod
24-elumber
se-se,rsre boa
87-Pronoun
21-Lampreys
89- ennbitrn
44-Prognosd
41-Additional
43-Rody of
water
grape
44 r
44-Treat
'litter vetch
50-Cut
SI-Ventilate ,
Pllahnorin
34-Loolv 111.411,
52- AftIrtnetIv•
vote
DOWN
1 - anak
2- Wan's rams
-Lament
4-P1104
II- limits
r.prnan,nt
7-9.11stak•
1-Den
1-Praised
is-reas
Swor,l,ro,It'll
41ur:

PITO alrifIGIO
00Q0=
odo.muocui4
OD
PO
ODU 011002 jUj
1300U ADEI 0743
trc
Prirrit3P
MIDI44
01111
014PKTL121 rieltilOtTJ
0000 OUlli MMO&
CIUM MOM 030
Mr60119U0 RV
310:4121e. NOUrn"
OWT4121 um:Au

15 In mune.
high
11-Warm
to.Nod
11-Stop
22-1'.loe's yell
11-((lwae
15-Eagie's nest
21-Walk wearily
21-Policeman
(slang)
21-Emerged
victorious
31-Rematns at
ease

32-Alcoholic
beverage
35-farl's name
16-P1'ohltit
37-1110 spirits
39-Doctrine
40-Man's
S Irk name

'12
Is

19

le

13

21'N
l.
/1--'
27
50

5

.7,:r, i
K-

g...;.,

2

6

7

33
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• COMPETITION — to assure fair
1 'neat dealings at all times.
.

Ii:,s:A 33
:

L:*;,,,,,,,,
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47

49

• EDUCATION — to make sure the life underwriter is
erly trained to give you the best guidance.

l'-g-Ir.e.,

'.....• /A

.
. -.-.r
k e.

,.-.,., 32
./..'.'
IC:JU...-

C v 31

414

member of the National Association of I ire I'n
dcrwriters, and subscribes to its guiding principles and code of ethics.
Gar individual members participate in carrying out the NALU's active
program of service to you, including:

Our association is a

pi-"p

• LEGISLATION — at state and national level, aimed at protecting the policy-holding public.

11

.11 '10
‘
8 0

WESTERN KENTUCKY LIFE 1 1NDFRI.vRITF-Pc
ASSOCIATION

practices at fair rates. and

17-,...07

'.., 23
, r::::(5\
"';',-:::12$

5:::
r''
34

ea-Pronoun
47-Falsehood
4S-PerIr4 of
time
11-A *tate
(itt,br.)

42-Sharp
sibilant
sound
43-Reveal
44- Thirsts.
In law
45 1:.ist

3

I

to Yesterday', Puzzle

T/Aso

,5i

;.•

Is Your Underwriter Listed?
R. C. Alexander

C. H. Gregory

John T. Brown

nrman Halo

Edwin H. Jordan
D. J. Malotie

Robert Buckingham

J. B. Hall

W. P. Parker

C. Carter

R. K.

B. G. Paschall

W. S. Crawford

R. T.

Otis Cunningham

K. K. Slaughter

Jimmy Roberts

C. 0. Davis

W. B. Warren

E. H. Rudolph

J. R. Dunevant

C. T. Winslow Jr.

J. E. Russell

Julian Evans

J. I. York

Frank L. Ryan

Paul

Alfred

.
.
48

52

Hart
lieu

C. M. Rhodes

,>4
.0'-'
....i.........
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ni tr. by

Red restore 6,nduste, I C.
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Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
Phone PL 3-3161
104 East Maple St.

Gargus

is

a

TONITE •

• ENDS

STARTS SUNDAY!

receives
COMS BACJIt 'ANYTIME' — President Eisenhower
California's Gov. Edmund G. (Pat) Brown at the George
Allen home In La Quint*, Calif. From the expressions, Republican Eisenhower and Democrat Brown aren't chscusstrig politica. Brown invited Ike to come ,back "anytime?'

ACROSS

•

WED LIKE IN ANCIENT GREECE—Judd Boyntrm plaçst a ring
.1.4cIntyre
on the finger of his bride, the former
Davis, in the Temple of the Winds in Berkeley, Calif..
-torchlit midnight ceremony recalling ancient Greece ine
stead of g clergyman, the wedding was solemnised by a
modern Jazz quartet phis Vireo Queen drutuat -.The two
torch bearers are best man and maid of hence. But Just to
lesal, they had a civil ceremony before ghie.

Var'saY

wer
CROSSWORD PUZZLE"
As of October 7
Won - 1..ist refers to point, not
games, one point per game won,
plus one for total pins.

1

•••.m•

Young

Wit, Scarbrough

wr

•
-41.•

•-

•

Use

•

-
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CTOBER 10, 1959

OCTOBER 10,

SATURDAY
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LL. FIND IT IN THE INAMIT AIDS
FOR SALE

SAGE TnIES

rDunt & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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[Farm Facts]

FARM- PAGE
•

this area
BRItX Dti'VILta Apartment,
TEN ALUMINUM STORM winunfurnished, 5 rooms and bath, oil to pick up payments on Singer
dows, self storing. One door with
FARM-CITY WEEK. Again this
furnace, garage. N. 14th St. Call Automatic Zig Zag Sewing Mepiano lunge. insulated jams $164.50
has
PL, 3-3943.
10-10C chine, cvnsole model. Payments year, President Eisennower
installed. Home Comfort Ocenpany,
only $9.77 month. Write credn proclaimed the week in which
108 South 12th Street. PLaza 3- 4 ROOM unfurnished apartment
manager 212 North 12th, Murray, Thanksgiving falls, (November 22343(77.
with bath and utility. Phone PL- Ky., or - can PLaza 9-1707 for 28), as Farm-City Week and plans
aaa 3-31569.
0-13-P further information. Wel discount are already being made in many
Pnone PL 3LC MJST P015IB
LEXINGTON. Ky. Sept. (SpecTlett Kentucky counties to develop suitfor cash.
A record 90 million bushel
able programs to recognize the
ial) - Soil moisture is too low
EXTRA NICE DUPLEX Apartment,
earn crop that is expected to be
in many areas of the state for
24-LN. GAS LOGS, burned only 1 unfurnished. Electric heat, all priv- SAtLES TRAINEE or salesman- inter-dependence of the /arm and
harvested this fall and the cursatisfactory fall tobacco-bed prepweek, 2-way lighted, will heat ate. Avertable October 15th. 402 age 21-36; college graduate; some city.
rent steel strike will create a
aration and treatment, the U. K.
It is difficult for city people
average room, reasonable. Mrs. Hil- North 8th. Phone PLaza 3-2430 or experience desirable but will
LEXEIGTOtin, Ky. - A series serious corn storage problem, acLEXINGTON, Ky. - Rainfall Cooperative
Service
Extension
10-101' PL 3-9109.
10-10P train man with potential; op- who are enjoying unprecencienteci of tobaoco-handling demonstra- cording in Mr. William 0. Gillard Rogers, PL 3-2605.
Purthe
said today.
portunity for right man, salary prosperity to realize the financial tions will be held throughout reath, Ohairmart of" the Kentucky in Kentucky. excluding
DE KALE PULLETS ready to lay.
chase area which lies west of the
Ira Massie, tobacco specialist,
open. Write letter of application difficulties occurring in many Kentucky, starting Oct. 5 and State ABC Cominzittee.
Murray Hatchery.
10-22C
Tennessee River, is far behind said the dry condition of the soil
to personnel manager, Aetna Oil farm areas. Often the city person ending in early November, says
The Chairman said many farm3 BED ROOM ROCK HOUSE,
Company, P. 0. Boa 1915. L,otes- Judge. the farmer's income by the Russell Hunt, UK Cooperative ers who had planned to buy new the normal, the UK Cooperative means that weed seed - ordinarily
CAR FOR ville, Kentucky.
utility room, double carport on 2
0-18-C cost of living, or what he spends Extension Service tobacco spec- metal storage bins have been Extension Service's various crop killed this time cd year when
specialists noted this week.
aciv, 5 miles out on highway, esetablished route in this area.
certain bed treatments are madein the grocery store. According ialist.
unable to do so because bins are
The deficit now from Oct. 1, are too dry now to be properly
inudt sell immediately. PL 3-1406. 4,000 customers. 400 items. Work SMOKERS' BABIES SMALLER to government figures the annual
graders not available in some areas due
tobacco
Experienced
is about 12 inches, say affected. For best results, tobac10-111C by appointment. $8000 per week
'cost of the typical "market-basket" friorn the USDAei tobacco grad- to the steel stnike. Ms. Gilreath to date
Ruseell Hunt, Warren Thomp- co bed sails shuke be much more
guaranteed to start plus expense
LONDON UPI - Women who increased from $1,1.134 in 1952 to ing branch will conduct the meet- said in order to cope with this
son and S. H. Phillips, crop spec- moist than they are now, he said.
FIVE ROOM HOUSE and six allovranoe. This is possible due to
smoke have smaller babies than $1,005 in 1958, but during toe ings, Hunt said. These men 'all problem, the ASC State Commitialists.
acres of land with runnin,g water large expansion. For intervaew ph
Preparing and treating under
don't a doctor wrote same period, the farmer's snare of have had years of experience in tee has made corn stored in
who
those
2 miles from Murray 3-2777 Paducah, after 7 p.m.
/
in house, 41
dry conditions simply means
such
highthe
of
the
and
be
$55
field
can
this
and
dropped
"basket"
facilities
the
tereperary
British
mediemergency
authoritative
thei
in
Thompson. a forage and pasture
near 621 highway on good road,
10-27C
est value to farmers." Specialists eligible for loan this year. Facili- worker, says fall seedings af such that a large proportion of weed
non-farmers share increased ;db.
cal journal Lancet todaiy.
school bus and mail route. Can be
In 1947 it took the average from the UK Extension Service ties which are now eligible will crepe as alfalfa and barley and seed would survive and germi"The reduction in weight is by
sold on terms worth the money.
in the spring.
means trivial," said Dr. C. R. factory worker thirty minutes to will be present at many of the Include any type of bin or crib rye cover crops "are greatly de- nate
no
on
room
house
largie lot, 3
Six
Massie said that marry of the
which will keep the Corn dry layed." Dry weather has held
Lowe. He said a survey of 2,- earn enough to buy a pound of sessions.
bedrooms, hard wood fioors, burnt
The meetings will stress prop- and contain the corn for the life beak seed germination and crop weed treatments involve chemi042 women in Birmingham show- steak, in 11057 it took only eigh-in cabinets, nice bath room. on
30 DIFFERENT COLORS In pen- ed babies born by smoking mo- teen minutes. In 1947 the fanner er time for stripping tobacoo; haw of the loan, provided a represen- growth; his fear is that when cals mixed with water. This ap621' highway near Akno Heights
cils. What ever color pencil you thers averaged 0.3 pounds as with a griss income of $10,015ii to take it down and bulk it be- tative sample of the corn can be rains do come and growth starts, plied water, for the treatment to
with loan transferrable. Can be
need, we have it. Good for map agiainst 7.33 pounds for non- received $4,000 for ,his labor and fore stripping; how to separate drawn for inspection purposes. the delayed craps will have a be effective, must "meet" soil
bought worth the money. 61 acre
moisture in the beds; if bed sites
work, or anything where differ- snike.esr
management. Today, the s am e the tobacco into the main group- Mr. Gilreath said farmers shuold rough time surviving the winter.
farm, good garage, house, new
are dry and the moisture level
ings; how to bulk stripped tobac- contact their local ABC County
nt colors are needed. Office Suphim
net
said
only
grain
would
a
speoialist,
income
Phillips,
gross
large stookeibarn, good well unis too deep, this meeting never
ply Department, Ledger a n d
a co and how best to move it to oftice for further details.
today
last
the
four
of
$4,000
dry
the
weather
earn
$2,500.
To
near
der good fence, located
antiBERRA'S SON INJURED
Times, North Fourth Street. AlThe 1959 Crop Corn Loan Rate to six weeks helped fanners get occurs and much of the
farmer wool cihave to have grass warehouses for sale.
highway, 1 mile frcinKirksey.
weed material is wasted,
would is based on the °mono' in which corn
sessions
the
said
Hunt
so six different colors in roll
more
quickly,
harvested
prices
the
had
$16,(Lti
of
receipts
Can be sold with small Pannient
Massie advised waiting for a
MONTCLAIR, N. J. UPI-Tim- c•4 farm commodities kept pace emphasize that stripped tobacco the cam is raised, and varies in since field corn rapidly got to
8-216-NC
labels.
on terms. You should see this
othy Berra, 8-year-old son of with the cost of labor-and the should be bulked as soon as Kentucky frorn $1.16 per bushel the desired low moisture level. good soaking rain before prebefore you buy. W. H. Brown DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE.
paring and treating the beds
New York Yankee catcher Yogi prices of tmngs that farmers have stripped and kept that way until th $1.21 per bushel.
But, he added. tall-seeded wintEstate,
Gatlin Prompt service. Trucks dlepatched
Murray,
Real
this fall. He already has cancelltobacco
.stripped
Thursday
hanging
time;
Berra, was injured
and
now
delayed
are
oats
er
:mg, telephone PLaza 3- by two-way radio. Call collect when his bicycle was hit by an to buy the American food bill back on the rails causes weight
ed several preparation-treatment
may be winder-killed when they
3412, reside, PLaza 3-1311.
Mayfield Clierryhill 7-5331. If no automobile. He was reported in would be several billion dollars and color changes and quality
demonstrations because of the
do start coining up.
more than it is. That's the reason
0-12-C answer call collect Union City, Tendry soils.
"exis
run
long
the
in
and
good condition at a hospital after
losses
Hunt, a tobacco specialist, said
that
feet
leaders
farm
riainy
that
nessee, phone ?Crime 5-1111. ..TFC treatment for head "and body
pensive to growers." Certain secthe recent dry weeks had made
UNUSUALLY ATEtRACTIVE
farmers are subsidizing the public
tions of the state traditionally
"excellent" curing weather for
frame house, 514 Bisale Street. FOR ANY TYPE ELIA:TRIG wore brui30S.
rather than visa versa.
re-hang strippe dtobeeco, he nothe latter part of the 1959 seaExtra large living room, two nice call Dill Electric Company. ?none
ESSED.
R
IMP
EBRUSHCBEV
High 4-H
Junior
Kirksey
The
lialashi,
of
island
Dutch
The
was
it
that
grouries
the
ted on
kitchen, PL 3-2930.
convenient
bedn inns.
The thing that seemed to oneness
meeting son. He thinks most state tobacco
opening
its
held
club
has
t',
Venezuela,
of
moist)
coast
the
(too
off
high
too
case
in
now has been housed and that
lovely bath, and utility room
Premier Khrushcney most on his
September 24th. The group was
cunng is well underway. But, he
Priced for immediate sale by FOR QUALITY ELE)CFRLC heat- the world's largest installation for recent tour of this country was be bulked; Hunt says research
The 'Junior 4-H Chlb of Faxon
WraBarlette
Mrs.
by
welcomed
to
water
sea
of
has shown that such high-case
added, the dry weather has held met on October 5 at 9-.30 am. in
owner. May be seen by appoint- ing it will pay you to see Duncan the conversion
of American a
The
efficiency
the
gallonshe
Sims.
Glenn
Mr.
and
ther
high
too
tobacco therefore had
water - 2,700,000
Electric Phone PL-3-4691.
back growth of the various cover the Sixth grade room syith twenty
ment only. Call PLaza 3-3387.
culture He seamed to be content
their enrolled
a mdisture content to be stripped group Liled out
crops that follow tobacco.
0-12-C a day.
boys and twenty guts present
with the progress of Rusetan sci- in
their project
selected
and
•
cards
the first Place.
Mn. Wrather took charge and
ence, education and culture but
year.
corning
the
for
aspect
another
Thompson said
He noted the 195Q crop has a
was otrviouely envious of our wide range of soundness, color
The Kirlcsey Junior High 4-H of the dry weather wee-that pas- the officers were elected.
The officers are as follows: presiability to produce so much ram and quality and therefore must club held its second meeting Oc- tures have been cut in quanity
prockice with such a small pro- be handled extremela carefully tober 1st. That day was for elec- and quality has suffered badly. dent, Linda Hale, secretary, Phyi.
portion of our ktal papuiataon. to get the best market price.
tion of officers for the csrening He emphasized that late-cuttings ha Bogard. reporter, Wanda DunIn Russia it is necessary for wornyear. They were: President-Don of alfalfa should have stopped a can, song leaders, Cindy Greenfield
Marine, Vice President - Gary iveek ago, so that alfalfa could and Debbie Elkins, recreational
en to do much hard farm labOe in
REDS RECEIVE VittiToR8
1 Secretary- Brenda Cute- ✓ over enough to survive the leader, Wilma Hale, sergeant-at.
o by Katt Stuart. 1169: Vora tn. Dead. Shad &428. awas
order to maintain the production
alaviost44, aff Ziagy•stessa Byndicats,
arn, Treasure- Linda Wil- winter; regrowth after cutting, arms, Bobby Dodd.
of food and fiber, and the farm
TORY° UPI - Corranunist
women there enjoy few of the Party Cheirrnan Mai Tee-tung son. Reporter- Margaret Tucker, due to lack of real, has been
home conveniences so cornmon in and Premier Chou En-lai Thurs- Song Leader Sue /Tuck-ale-9 and very slow in some areas.
ILLITERATE FORGER
and muffled crash of a fallen agala7tornorrow for a check It.
CHAPTER 21
this country. Over there half of day received 31 visitors from Mickeal Rose, Game Leader- Pam
,
111
'Lyle Leonard, conservatfanist
EAVING the town of Garrison tree.
fold Mandy there wasn't any
the working people are in agri- nine Asian and African countries Tidwell and Bobby Hanel.
'NEW LONDON, Coon. When the sound of this had need of him staying on tonight,
1--• Link Asbell stnick Into the
The talent show was discussed said late start of cover crops will
culture: here only one in ten are who carne to Peiping for the
cause more erosion from winter Claudie Jones. wanted in Nortll
climbing lift of the Saddlebacka thinned and gone away, he lifted What with Nets doing so good."
needed on the farm And, we are 10th annieersary celebrations of and then the meeting was adHe rode with a greater caution a short call. got his answer, and
rains this year; he cautioned Carotins for forgery confounded
"Those two riders you sawblessed. or cursed, as the case the Peiping regime, the Com- journed at 10:15.
than he had known in a long rode in to see Rughie Logan, who were they?" Asbell probed.
to pay extra attention authorities when he signed ex.
farmers
Reporter
Agency
stockmunist Nwe China News
may be. with tremendous
tradition papets with an "X."
Cuff Tilton and Dutch Stauber
thne
cover crap started.
gettng
to
Tucker
Margaret
-One was Frank Daimare
reported today.
piles of agricultural products.
His glance roved ceaselessly, starting to trim out the newly Rupe answered carefully. "He
constantly probing, constantly felled tree. Three other trimmed cut across our land lower down
by Raebarn Ved Swamp
*earthing and when he finally ones lay nearby.
and headed Into the hills. I
ABM as' SLATS
-Pretty hefty stuff," Abell obmoved out of the short-bruah
watched for him to show again,
NOT A THING! THOSE REIARaED BALK slopes Into the shelter of the first served. "You aiming to build • bit he never did. The other one
WOODSMEN (MAGONQ THAT AlL,IHEY
belt of timber, he slacked down line cabin or a fort ?"
was way out in the plain, headThese
Cuff
are
Tilton
sine,"
in his saddle and let go a small
HAVE TO 00:5 RECITE MY let4E.S THE TRAIN FROM CRABTREE CORNERS
ing north, toward your range.
explained. "Rest will be smaller Even
with of relief.
( FIND CUT 1144AT
WHEN THE'
t.RRIVES IN NEW YOLK WITH ITS I-ICPEFUL
with the glasses I couldn't
sense
building
no
in
stuff.
Ain't
Holding the buckskin to a
CAST FOR THE ALABAMA BROWN PLAY,
I'M REALLY DOING be too sure about him. But if I
short breather, he tested the a cabin unless it's done right, had to make s guess, I'd say it
IT'LL BE
"ANALYSIS IN WONK-RLAND •--- A CAST
world close about. The massed and to do it right you got to was that funny built Double DiaTHAT LITTLE SUSPECTS THE OtABOLfCAL
THEY'LL. E* HOOMEO
timber was still and drowsing, have a good foundation of big mond hand--Wiley Gor-."
MOTIVES OF THE PLAYWRIGHT-titE
s
BY;THE LUREZ;
with sunlight striking through sins."
IIRSOHT
Through the smell run of time
"Likewise and besides," Hugh le
here and there, spilling pools of
It took to spin up and light a
pale gold across the forest floor, Logan suggested cheerfully, "if
smoke, Aabell brooded over Rope
while the building warmth of you're aiming to criticize the efHahn's words. Two Double Diathe day baked out a piney es- forts of three honest cowhands,
mond riders, prowling the range.
sence that was both wild and who are raisin' a crop of blisThat such as Wiley Coss should
• fragrant. It was, he mused, hard ters whilst doing hard, menial
doing so, was, all things conbe
to reconcile the savage realities toil, crawl down off that horse,
sidered, understandable.
of the moment, with a world as grab yourself an ax, and demonBut what about Frank Delmar?
strate."
serene as this.
Aeliell mined. "I can do that, What would he be doing le the
DI his mind there existed no
Saddlebacks? No part of these
slightest doubt of the basic re- too."
Throughout the balance of the hills was Double Diamond range,
sponsibility for the shootings of
and no Double Diamond stock
I'acky Lane and Nets Madison, day he labored with the others,
was in them.
by Eraia .Kusitiagia!
Cold logic pointed only one and found the hours good ones.
That Frank might have had
way. At Double Diamond. Which, The circle of the hills, high and
the
with
do
to
directly
anything
of course, meant Jonas Delmar clean against the sky: the warm
guiching of Packy Lane arid Nets
and Bard° Sampson. Neither pressure of the sun filtering
Madison, WU Lin angle that had
committing the direct act, but through the timber P start the never entered Ink Asben's mind
ordering it. and therefore fully sweat and loosen a man's mus- until this "nornent. ffowever,
as responsible RA the skulker who cles; the raw, rich tang of new- bluntly conaitTered on the basis
1-41, IRMA
actually aligned the sights and cut pine and fir-all cleared a of time and opportunity, he eashis
made
and
mind
man's
pulled the trigger.
ily could hats.
Of this, Ashen was thoroughly thoughts run rapier.
One fact lay stark and clear.
At midday, Caff Ti/tcht cooked
convinced. Lacking direct proof,
Double Diamond riders were off
thick.
coldout
laid
and
coffee
wave
deno
however, it would
their own range and powdering
cisive purpose to get. In touch steak sandwiches. After eating the dust of trans on the lands of
with Chris Hatnekra sheriff's they loafed and smoked for half other men. And one of these
an hour, then picked up their
office.
riders was Frank Delmar.
It came to Link Ashen with tools egaln.
As he put these facts and
By the time afternoon was
grim convincingness in this mothoughts together, dismal chill
ment of solitary summing up. done, the new cabin was taking crawled op Inside Link Ashen.
*41101111 *
• that there could never be any form, the sine squared anti trued
Light shone strong in R kitchen
compromise with Double Diamond and securely set, and the thet Window of the Running M ranch"IMPS
so long as Jonas Delmer and knera of the wags in piece..
bonne. Watching. Asbell saw Sue
They cached their tocits and Vincent' head ant Moulders pass
Bards Sampeo11 lived, or imtil
;
.7
AMP-.
the outfit Itself was so thorough- rode down out of the hills, and back and forth several timee as
111MP
while the othecii set out direct iffie moved about, readying suply broken up And weakened
could never be considered ageth for Big Five headquarters, Am- per.
WAICp
--LIL' ASNER
bell angled south, where the
as a factor of any importance.
could not
he
distance
the
At
glitteted
Advancing from this premise. Lights of Runner); M
catch her full expression. But
.dark.
It was obvious that there was through the early
he could tell that it was one of
Rope
foued
11
be
As
Here,
but one way to meet the Double
soberness. The impact of brutal
to
tut
mining
challenge
frahres
Diamond challenge, and that was
to
satisfied events had brought this mood
by fighting fire with fire, by re- meet him. and when,
,her.
Rope
an
Ashell'a
with
with
sent,
was
turning all that
The yellow glow of lamplight
starshine
laterest! Not to the extreme of showed himself, first
about her
of the built a shining nimbus
barrel
the
on
glittered
But
beck.
the
th
men
hooting
bared head, and as always, she
nby looking thorn in the eye eind rifle he had over his Area
t
moved with that smooth, Al
"Just aiming to be a little care- RCIOMI grace which, in hi.
es,
facing them down, and if thee
wonted to argue it out on such ful," Rupe explained gruffly. no other woman ever match .
"Two different riders I see driftterms, so be it!
Ashen gathered up his reins,
afternoon. Neither of
hauled the buckskin around.
tle set the buckskin to move- in' by this
I
get
to
in.
had
close
was
ment again, heading north and 'em
"Keep on being careful. Rupe,"
out who
seeking higher elevation. His the glasses to make
he cautioned again. "Anyone on
things
way
the
But
were.
they
lehdurats busineas wnl come diwily skirted ridge points, dipped
-' Rupe
In and out of gulches, crossed been going - well
rectly In. If they prowl die
ed.
ite
g
u
z
g
,,Q
shn
and
benches,
and
small flats
throw a shot at them."
edges,
right," Ashen nippmved.
traced the edges of hill meadows.
Reaching the elevation he had "Keep on being careful. Rime.
An order is hatted, "If you
47els - he's still coming along
/
weirked toward, A01011 staved at 11
see Aattell along a trail, do a
It. and In time picked up the first good?"
than you
-Better and better. Doc ,better jnh on him
echoes of axes at work In a thitback to town I dfil IS "fel• Madionn!", as the
her thicket As he came closer iernme. lse weak
tomorrow
here
couple oiNours ago He'll he out story continue,
there sounded the te•••••••••
-
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PERSONALS Furnishings

Mr. and Mrs Frank Keller and
children, Perry and Michaele,
of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, have return
id home miter a two weeks visit
wth Mr. Keller's brother, Don
Keller, and family of South Twelfth
Street.
LEXINGTON, Ky. —
• •••
Trends
arid styles change in home
furMrs. M. C. Oliver and daughter,
nishings just as they do in
clothMrs. D. Enloe and children, Dening, although the changes are
ms. Susan and Bryan of St. Louis,
less
nouceable from year to
year in
will arrive next week for a vuat
the home furnishings field,
says
with their' daughter and sister,
Beth Burr, UK Extension
speciaMrs. Don Keller, and family.
Sunday. October llth
list in home furrrishiress.
2:30 :n the afternoon. Trios and
The Alpha Department of the
The Music Department chorus solos a:e
The two most important trends
sehtduled to practice at
Murray Vt;oman's Club began its
will rehearse at the club h use at 2 pm
in 1949 are the Oriental influe
1009 Chit year with a dinner meetnThe
Betha
ny
Sunda
y School class ce and the tendency
• • • •
ing at the club house on Saturday
toward imof the First Baptist Church will prove
ing.
Mrs
ment
John
in
Pasco,
Monda
design
y,
Presid
s or lines of
evening, September 26 Miss Retina
October 12th
ent JI
meet for a pet luck dinner St
the Murray Woman's Club, WaS
fat miediurn-prited furniture, acnord
The Sigma department of the
Senter presided at the
Melusrin catnn at 6 p.m. Group One, rig
meeting.
called
to
Miss
Murra
on
to
explai
Burr.
y
Woman's club will meet at
n the financial
After dinner Miss Mary Lassiter,
with Mrs. Noel Melugin as eiptain,
The
condin
trends
,n
the
of
club house at 7 30 pm.
the club; and to exshow up in furnia member of the Program Commitwill be in charge.
ture. hard and soft floor cover• • • •
tee, introduced Mr. John Winter, plain why the club felt that it was
The
South
Murra
y
Homem
Inv
akers
necess
and
ary to ra.se immediately a ,
fabrics, as well as in
pianist. wit: played five Chopin
The Business Guild or the First Club will meet with Mrs. Autrey' accessories and larrips
, she points
numbers: two nocturnes and three large sum of money.
Christian Church will meet in the McReynolds at one-thirty o'clock.
out.
etudes_
• • • •
The
tin of the Alpha home of Mrs. J. E. Littleton. 201
What causes Surreture
Five r.ew members of the de- Department will
style
Tuesday. October 13th
be heed on (.ktob- South Eighth Street at 7:30 in the
Changes? Social trends, eoorio
partment were recognized. They er 24, and Dr.
oThe Circles of the F'irst baptis mic conditions,
C. S. Lowry will be evening.
t
types
of
archiare Mrs. M P. Christopher. Mrs. the guest, speake
Church will meet at 2:30 p.m. tecture. television
••••
r.
and
air
conJerry Duggins, Mrs M G Ingram.
Hostesses for the evening were
The Mettle Bell Hayes Circle of Circle 1 with Mrs. Noel Melugin, ditioning are influencing today's
Mrs. Hugh McElratn, Mrs. John C. Mrs. E., J. Beale,
Mrs. William the First Methodist Church wiU 11 with Mrs 0 C. Wells. 111 with style Changes. Also, families
are
Querterrnous Sr.
Mrs. K. T. Crawford. 1V with Mrs. becoming larger and
Barker. Miss Henna Senter. Miss meet In the
social hall of the
people are
During the short business meet- Frances Brown,
J. M. Linn and V at the Mission. moving r•riore often.
Mrs. Mary Brown. church at 7:11) p.m.
All these
The scuseiational meeting will
be factors oorstnititrte to ma nucfacheld at Elm Grove Baptist Church turers' and designers' ideas
whet
October 15th at 7:00 p.m.
new furniture designs are bough
t
• • • •
out.
The Pottertown Homemakers
Homemakers all over KenClub will meet at ten-thirty o'clock tucky are studying home furnis
hin the home of Mrs. Mildred Rags- ing trends this year to learn
how
dale.
to make better furnishing selections, she says. Studying trends
•• • •
A special Board Meeting of the also teaches appreciation for what
WATER ON TROUBLED Oil
United Church Women of Murray Is already ori haild and what
STATE
yard warehouse (upper) which —These floodscenes from Guthrie, Okla., show a lumbe
w:ll meet at the home of the pres- changes are being made in home
r
floated 120 feet, then buckle
d in the city's worst flood
three decades. A boatload of
ident, Mrs. W. B. McCord, at 10 fur nish age.
In
refugees (lower) is brought to
Families should study their
shallower water.
o'clock a m at 210 Woodlawn.
own needs and then judge
• • • •
what's
The Beane Tucker Circle of the on the market as it relates to
First Methodist Church WSCM will their individual situations Miss
meet at 9:30 am. in the home of Burr suggests.
Mrs. N. B. Elias.
prop
ro em
• • • •
••••
Wednesday, October 14th
The general meeting at the WSLZ
'the Wesleyan Circle of me MU II The Penny Homemakers Club
of the Hazel Methodist church was
Methodist Church will meet in the will meet at the borne of Mrs. Hoy
Me
held Wednesday in the church at 7
churob social ball at 7:310 p.m. tics- Graham at 1:30 p.m
pm with Mrs Rex Rule, president,
•• • •
teases will be Mrs. Petty Washer
presiding
and Mrs Rebecca West
Saturday, October 17th
for your Drug. Prescription and Sundry Needs.
••••
The DAR wilt meet in the home
Mrs. Lois Newport. program
of Mrs. Foreman Graham, 1017 chairman, introduced the
Thursday, October 15th
evening
The SIMI& SIVIT2 Sigma MUM- Sharp Street, at 2:30 p.m. Mrs. theme. -Good News of Peace
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
and
nae chapter will meet in tne born* Price Doyle and Mrs. Hattie Mc- Light", a United Nations progra
11:00 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. to, Church flour
m.
of Mrs Bob Ward at 7.34) in this Connell will be co-hostesses.
Mrs JOhn McCullough. spiritual
evening.
life chairman, gave the devotional,
The Waclesboro Homemakers club
"Sacrifice", telling the story of
will meet in the home of Mrs.
Abraham and how he willing sacriWayne Hardie
ficed his son on the altar for Jesus
••••
Christ.
Mrs Olga Freeman spoke on
Friday, °Member lath
The New Comore Hornemaxers
-Those Who Turned The World
Club vioU meet at 1:00 p.m. at me
Upside Down"
11Q17/113Z-ON PRKPARATION takes
Ceseerese
home of Mrs Leman Hatalf.
A playlette, -Here Be Dragons"
rubbing and scrubbing out of oven-cl
tt. then allow 30 minutia for it to
eantrig. Apply
lads presented by Mesdames NewMonday, October lath
grease. Rinse clean with vinegar
-waltz itilUtlon.
The Murray Toastmistress club
port, Huie. Claude White, W C.
will meet VI the home of Mrs.
Hicks, and Robert Taylor.
Albert Tracy for an after dinner
The group sang "We've A Story
To Tell To The Nations" and Mrs.
McCullough cicsed t he meeting
with prayer.
During the fellowship hour, Mrs.
Taylor and Mrs Ralph Edwards
served refreshments to the 19 mem1 Mile Out, Concord Road
Phone PL 3-5380
bers
Officers of the Murray High
10AN 031111NAII
School Fu t u re Homemakers of
•rifAl•IKS to new cleaning bitmt foods
America attended the Paducah Disso efficiently
a ells, gadgets. gimmicks they'll wipe away
trict FHA convention Se t u r clay
when you
lazed Ingenious ideas, home rinse the oven with
from 9 30 until 2:10 at Livingston
a vir.egarIrtrk's gettln,g easier all the water solution.
High School.
INSURANCE AGENTS
The purp..se of the meeting was
Almost all of a housewife's
lag in front of a b
For eiornple, there's no need other major problems
to train the FHA offkers for the
In Washington. Dr. illilibett
are
AUTOMOBILE — FIRE -- CASUALTY
ito go os•steady diet of cold solved by another
coming year. "Blue Print In Action"
F. York, the Defense dilliartnew cleaner.
lees it because you can't
ment
resear
was
•
the
ch
chief,
progra
tolls
m
theme.
tace the roegii, tough job el Combined Qualities
Telephone PL
reporters that
AM•5'IOS.1111
Murray High School officers areGatlin Building
It's a liquid that magically
oieeen-cleardng. D.'s no Loewe: a
must be prepared for the
senteci one of the FHA projects
combines all the best qualities
major chore.
"acute embarrassment
of
'Family Unity" in the form of a
Murray.
of soap, detergent and other
K entucky
seeing Russia launch bigger
La
skit. Joyce Hargis, local president,
NeededVirgalP cleansers.
space
vehicle
than
s
the
U.
S.
was
narrator. Participating were
0. An you need is enough
You can use It to insure
tor several years.
Linda Harris, Nancy Ryan, Tina
energy to smear a new quick victory when
you do
Springer and Many Lou Joiner.
,creamy-type cleaner out of Its battle with aaUed
tile, linoottehe and
Others from Murray High School
to oven eurfaces. leum, bathtubs, mirrors, woodt Exhausted? Then sit down work or other washab
attending were Mrs. U. T. Lilly,
le surteacher and FHA sponsor, Mrs
for 30 minutes and relax while faces.
Arlo Sprunger. chapter mother, and
It's a laundry aid, too. at
tbe cleaner does a chemical yk
Miss Patsy Shirley. who was chosthat loosens grease, fats and takes over tough weskiday
yks, rich as getting greaseen to represent all, the high school
stained work clothes or dirtFHA members at the meeting.
imbedded collars to come
Forty chapters were remesented
clean.
at the conference.
Put to the test, this anther
• •••
liquid seems to remove dirt
There are about 9.000 species
from everything except Jtmlor.
of bird life in the world. ScienStuart M. Leraer
Closet Gadget
NOVEL trolly rod, with roll.
tists believe that no more than
In the gadget department, ing hooks that hold hangers,
40 to 60 remain undetected.
eliminates crush In closets.
look for a closet novelty.
Its a trolly rod with roll:rig
hooks—each holds two hangers spray 7---of painting
jobs.
—that glide along the rod with
One's a spray-on rubberized
ease. The closet trolly has vinyl paint. It dries
to a
three aseets!
speckled multi-color finish
I. It eliminates the need for that's smooth and hard
using muscles to pull out a
The other spray is a flat
dress hanging at the far—and black liquid that repair
s rust
almost inaccessible -er I of the damage on iron.
closet. Just a slight tug and
Not only products but ideas,
the garment glides along the too, make
work easier.
trolly to you.
'Wear
"
Cleani
ng Aids
2. The rolling hooks enable
For example, you Can save
you to space clothes and thus
eliminate the closet crush that steps and eliminate extra trips
to the supply closet, by -wearcauses
.
ing" SIAS when you clean.
Clothes Hang Higbee
How' By using a ahoebag
3. Since the ro,l's attached
to the underside of the closet to make an apron full of
nhelf, clothes hang higher so pockets that stow away cloths
that evening gowrui anl robes and cleansers.
Or you can tote supplies to
clear the floor.
Several products simplify the job In a carrier- the kind
that comes home from the
(tolf jobs.
Among these is a paste that supermarket filled with bottiall4
dries to form pliant elastic of soda.
ruttier. L'se it for eau'king inFor further Information
r, ("In
sulating, aewl.ng, waterproof- otiat the products mentioned,
SHOIFBAG AP'.
1n7.
*fed your inquiry and a selfS
•S
1
•
P
TVp'D r'Ser newcomers .make
addressed stomped rota:elope to
C
s
sr
....e s- y
in care of this newspap(r.

Show Trend
Modern Living

my.404

Alpha Department
Dinner Meeting
Held At Club House

Social Calendar

United Nations
Program Theme Is
Used At WSCS Meet

Up stepped the little man with the big
cigar,
Said, come here Cat, let me sell you a
car.
I signed my name, I gave my money,
I bought a car from Little Bonnie...
I'M HAPPY!!

ion.

.4

brier Allthe IMO

Household Chores Simplified By Novel Aids and Ideas t

Holland Drug
Will Be Open This Sunday

Alurray High FHA
Officers Attend
District Conference

onnie Garrison Used Cars

p

istsoresmsslita•

Frazee, Melugin & Holton

Th.r.

1

Meridian
Mutual
Auto,
Insurance
offers‘the

SAFE
DIDSO
WILSON

INSURANCE AGENCY
PLaza 3-3283
500 Main

Phone PL 3-1916
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